
Low-Code No-Code
The All-in-One 

Clean up your messy middle with 
the Power of Simple.



The messy middle of 
enterprise applications

As you transform your core frontend and backend systems, the 
mess in the middle becomes more obvious.

The middle is the chaotic tangle of internal operations handled with 
spreadsheets, emails, scripts, third-party tools, and shadow IT.

Yet the messy middle is where the differentiating power of digital 
transformation can make the most impact.

Kiss�low brings the Power of Simple to 
building enterprise applications.

Reusable
components

No-code/
low-code

IT 
governance

Start measuring time-to-value 
in weeks, not months



What can you 
do with Kiss�low?

Modernize, customize, automate, and 
integrate enterprise-grade apps 

App Development
Automate and deploy simple to 
complex work�lows in minutes with a 
no-code builder

Work�low Management

Handle ticketing and support requests 
on quick and powerful boards

Case Management

Adopt a modern approach to project 
management with the highest visibility

Project Management

Connect, coordinate, and merge RPA 
systems with human interactions

Process Orchestration
Keep conversations about work in the 
same place where the work happens

Collaboration

Build custom solutions across a wide 
range of types of work management 
with Kiss�low



The Kiss�low Work Platform
Kiss�low combines both low-code and no-code tools to 
manage the widest range of work.

Process Builder
Build, simulate, 
deploy, and run 
complex human-centric 
work�lows with a 
no-code module 

Boards
Gain full visibility and 
�lexibility for a case and 
project management 
with custom views

App Builder
Build fully customizable 
apps with dashboards, 
roles, pages, work�lows, 
and more.



Integrations
Keep data moving 
inside and outside of 
Kiss�low with prebuilt 
or custom connectors

Analytics
Bring in data from 
across the platform to 
identify new areas for 
transformation

Governance
Approve applications, 
control data access, 
manage users, and 
review audit reports



Logistics & 
Supply Chain

- Distributor 

Management

- Project Tracking

- Operational 

Dashboards

- Quality Control

Finance

- Appointment 
management

- Calendars and 
reminders for patient 
appointments

- Online training apps 
for consultation

Customer 
Service

- Maintenance 
Management

- Inventory 
Management

- Order Management
- Vendor Management

Human 
Resources

-Factoring
-Loan Loss 
Prevention

 -Risk Management
-Policy 
Administration

A Glimpse of what you can 
Build with Kiss�low
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Sales & 
Marketing

- Channel Portal

- Order Entry

- CRM

- Sales Work�lows

Finance

- Contracts
- Performance 

reports
- Requisitions
- Billing/Payments

Customer 
Service

- Field services app
- Customer 
onboarding

- Call center app
- Customer service 
tracker

Human 
Resources

- Employee Directory
- Employee 
Onboarding

- Payroll, Timesheet
- Leave Management

Low-Code No-Code



Who bene�its 
from Kiss�low?

CIO’s
Move faster on digital transformation

Save budget by shifting simpler apps 
away from over-priced platforms

Developers
Build applications in days with 
composable blocks

Reduce time spent on simple 
applications

Functional heads
Get the exact functionality required 
without compromising

Create unique experiences for 
multiple roles

Business analysts
Build applications as you go with no-code 

Make changes quickly in minutes

End users
Elegant, modern layouts for applications

Get feature requests built quickly 
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www.kiss�low.com contact@kiss�low.com

Kiss�low customers

What people say


